We present some details of our recent theoretical investigations on the total cross section of the reactions pp ! pp 0 , pp ! pp and pp ! p K + at threshold. Applying standard nonrelativistic perturbationtheory within the framework of meson exchange models (MEC) to all of the investigated processes we observe that theory is still far{o from a quantitative understanding of the existing data, although the qualitative behaviour of the threshold cross sections can be reproduced. The often quoted 2 {dependence of the pp ! pp 0 cross section at threshold is due to a calculational mistake of Koltun and Reitan (1966) and not based on theoretical grounds, where threebody phasespace behaviour would yield 4 , which can be a ected by nal state and short range e ects. To respect the high momentum transfers for pp ! pp and pp ! p K + relativistic models were developed.
1 Final state interactions in the pp 0 and pp {system The energy dependence of the cross section of pp ! pp ( 2 0 ; ) at threshold is determined by nal state modi ed phasespace integrals 1 . A simple example is the shape independent e ective range expansion in the pp{ nal state (s 1 
(q 2 )
M := X m S11 + Y M S11 ;M := ?X m S11 + Y M S11 < K + (P)jK + (P 0 ) > = < P; K + jP 0 ; K + > = (2 ) 3 2 ! K (jP j) 3 (P ?P 0 ) < p + (P)j p + (P 0 ) > = < P; p + jP 0 ; p + > = (2 ) 3 2 ! p (jP j) 3 (P ?P 0 ) A similar expression holds for the outgoing {Baryon state j (P) >. Both, the proton and the are considered to be quark{diquark objects. Obviously the ve quark BS{amplitude above is connected to the \strangeness content" of the proton. As for the baryons p + and the BS{amplitude of the K + is calculated via a separable BS{kernel. The further evaluation of equ. (5) and (6) 
